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Solidarity still needed

The struggle continues against the martial law regime in Pakistan and it deserves our solidarity.

Dear friends,

Various solidarity initiatives have been taken. From ESSF, here are three links:

1. FOR INFORMATION

We are trying to offer through our website a wide range of information, news, and analysis. See: http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?rubrique56

2. INTERNATIONAL SOLIDARITY CALLS

The solidarity call was originally initiated last May, after the first wave of arrests. It has been updated after the imposition of the state of emergency. Many of you signed already. There are presently 490 signatures. See:
http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?article8258
[–] You can send NEW signatures to my (Pierre Rousset) email address or to ESSF contact form.
[–] The list of signatures can be used to back various solidarity actions (delegation to the embassies, publications, etc.). Fell free to use it!

3. CALL FOR FINANCIAL HELP

The LPP has issued a call for financial support to the struggle against the martial law and the defense of political prisoners. ESSF is endorsing this call.
See:
http://www.europe-solidaire.org/spip.php?article8187
Please donate! (the bank’s data for transfers are posted on the website).

Help to circulate these calls for solidarity in wider networks.